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FINISHING TOUCHES

Stuart Graham Fabrics manufacture
a range of high quality ready-made 
curtains across a range of trendy 
designs and colourways. Our ready- 
made collection is designed to give 
customers the option of an instant 
curtaining solution with a premium 
look and feel. Designs come in 
tape, eyelet and wave tape styles, 
with both standard and extra length 
options available. 

About Us



WHAT WE OFFER
Quality make-up
Good variety of design types

Largest design offering of any of our
competitors
We use the same quality product as sold to
high end decorators
Strong selling designs that are stock supported
by the meter
Well stock supported and quick turnaround
time if no stock
Quick delivery time direct to customer
Locally made whenever possible (+-95%)
Supply to trade only
Informative website

 (unlined sheers, lined sheers, lined, blockouts and dim-outs)



PRODUCT STYLES AND SIZING

Tape Eyelet Wave

Standard Length - 218cm 
Extra Length - 250cm

Standard Length - 220cm 
Extra Length - 252cm

Standard Length - 218cm
Extra Length - 250cm

Versatile and most cost effective.
Our 3 string woven pocket tape, with 3 levels for slight
height variances, pulls easily to create a neat pleat. 
Can be used with regular tracks, with pelmets, rebated
or clip-on rods. 

Provide a modern, simple neat look.
Quick and easy to hang directly onto any
curtain rod fixture.
Curtains can be drawn quickly, easily and neatly
every time.

Wave curtains are ever increasing in popularity. 
This decorative window treatment solution suits
the modern contemporary home and creates a 
minimalistic, uncluttered look. The curtain is 
guided seemingly invisibly along a special track 
to create a uniform wave effect. 



PRODUCT TYPES

100% Blockout Partial Blockout Sheers Lined

Our blockout curtains can be used when
total light reduction is required. They
are self-lined and blockout 100% of light
entering a room. These types of fabrics
are beneficial for privacy, insulation and
noise reduction. 

Our partial blockout curtains, also 
known as dim-outs can be used when 
light reduction is required, without the 
need for total blockout. These provide 
an adequate amount of darkness to a 
room, up to 80% colour dependant. 
Beneficial for privacy, insulation and 
noise reduction.

Our sheer curtains are available lined and 
unlined. Unlined sheers are translucent, 
allowing light to enter the room, while still 
providing some degree of privacy.
Lined sheers enhance the texture and 
weave while improving privacy and light 
reduction. Ideal for layered window 
treatment solutions when paired with 
blockout or partial blockout curtains.

Our lined curtains include sheers and 
more solid options such as weaves and 
prints. All lined with light weight 
polycotton lining to provide protection to 
the face fabric and privacy.
Ideal for layered window treatment 
solutions when paired with unlined 
sheers.



FREQUENTLY 
ASKED 

QUESTIONS

Q: Do you offer a guarantee on your product?
A: 2 year guarantee on our fabric if curtains have been handled and cared for
correctly, as per care instructions.

Q: What tape heading do you offer?
A: Our 3 string woven pocket tape heading allows for slight adjustments.
Curtain hooks can be fitted to any of the 3 string woven pocket levels to
accommodate slight height variances.
Q: What diameter are your eyelets?
A: 40mm stainless steel eyelets
Q: What is your returns policy?
A: Returns and full refund will be considered if:
·reported within 7 days of the goods being received
·the product has not been used or altered
·the product has not been washed, soiled or damaged
·the product is still in the original packaging

We reserve the right to inspect any returned item prior to replacement or
refund.
In the unlikely event that you receive faulty or damaged goods please contact
us immediately and we will arrange to uplift the goods, free of charge.
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